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Performance-Oriented Design is calling for an ‘in-
formed’ architectural form. Information is embedded 
in the design through a process of modeling, simu-
lation and form generation.  This research project 
begins with a definition of performative architecture, 
continues with precedents study of acoustical based 
performance oriented architecture and a detailed 
case study and concludes with critical examination 
of this practical implementation and its relationship 
to the preliminary definition, criteria and limitations 
of the tools.
The case study described in this booklet ties togeth-
er a project initiated by the City of Orlando, Florida, 
to develop the downtown I-4 “bridge district” and an 
invitation to explore an academic use of a 3D Virtual 
Reality traffic simulation software. The design goal 
is to reconnect the east and west sides of down-
town Orlando, under the Interstate 4 highway, by ad-
dressing the noise generated from the highway and 
to develop a pedestrian friendly streetscape. 
The project explores the potential of digital acous-
tic simulation tools to generate architectural form in 

order to improve the local soundscape. More spe-
cifically, it compares generic data used for acous-
tic consulting to highly specific and detailed data 
collected by professional site measurement and a 
traffic simulation model. Moving beyond simple 2D 
sound maps into a “second generation” simulation 
effort, the project feeds a primary simulation (traffic) 
data into a secondary simulation (acoustic) model.  
This approach elevates the integrated design strat-
egy to a new level - this unique expertise, usually 
dominated by disparate consultants, can now be 
shared and taken advantage of to support a more 
accurate and elaborated design proposal.  It as-
sumes that by actively pursuing various simulations 
at the early stages of the design process, the ar-
chitect will better achieve architecture’s predefined 
goals. This case study employs performative design 
strategies on multiple levels: an urban scale master 
plan and specific landscape and architectural inter-
ventions. 

The project results debate the detail and amount of 

data that can be processed by a computer simula-
tion and describes its limitations. How much of this 
data can we embed into the architectural form and 
in what ways? Can data become too specific, and 
by that risk the design solution to fail if any of the 
environmental measurements will change? What 
type of data can be used by performance oriented 
design? What data can and should we collect and 
how detailed should it be?

The project examines both general strategies of 
performance- oriented design and specific details, 
along with the struggle and advantages of this ap-
proach. It demonstrates an implementation of per-
formance based design by exploring the connection 
between data and sapce in architecture in a precise, 
specific and practical manner. It closely examines 
the relationship between information, site, digital 
tools, design process and architectural form. It dem-
onstrates analytical, theoretical and applied contem-
porary architectural design.

<1> From Acoustic Simulation to Form Generation- a case study in Performance-Oriented Design
Introduction

A bird-eye View of the ‘Bridge Ditrict’ from south east
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Design a building and urban landscape at the ‘Bridge  
District’  under I-4 highway in Downtown Orlando

Invitation to research possible academic and profession-

al applications of a Virtual Reality 3D traffic simulation 

Japanese software: UC-WIN/Road

Performance- oriented design is calling for an ‘informed’ 
architectural form, through a process of modeling,  
simulation and form-generation.

Design a pedestrian friendly streetscape at the 
‘Bridge District’ - under I-4 highway in Downtown Orlando, 

applying digital and acoustic research

RESEARCH:: SOFTWARE application:  
FORUM8: VR [Virtual Reality] software

Research GRANT:  

City of Orlando + DCP Faculty Grant

Graduate Course:  

ARC6241 Advanced Studio, Fall 2009

Performance Oriented Design  

[also called ‘Integrated Design’]  

Guest workshop by Dr. Yasha Grobman
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<2> Precedence Study





Acoustic Barrier - blocking lime of sight  
between Highway and the pedestrianwalkway

Existing condition

Proposed condition

-
way raised noise levels on the site to about 75 
decibels. To make the park quiet enough for re-

-
ect team created sound barriers with berms of 
earth.

Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates
Brooklyn Bridge Park
New York 2011

nl Architects
A8ernA, Zaanstadt, the Netherlands. 
Image by NL Architects





<3> Site Mapping & Analysis

Downtown 
Orlando

408 Expressway

Interstate I-4

Bridge 
District

Site Diagram

A view under I-4 bridge from Garland Ave.



Parks Diagram

Blocks Diagram Parking Diagram

Streets Diagram



City of Orlando   
Project goals

Identify key Bridge District transportation and 
mixed-use opportunities that will contribute 
added value toward achieving Orlando’s stra-
tegic vision goals of community cohesion, en-
hanced social values, key destination assets 
visibility/connectivity, seamless pedestrian 
mobility, new business and residential growth 
and memorable sense of place.

City of Orlando - Interstate 4 Design Review Committee
Interstate 4 Bridge-District Opportunity Assessment & Placemaking Initiative

City of Orlando   
Opportunity Assessment

Capitalize on the potential of the Bridge Dis-
trict to connect the Parramore Heritage Dis-
trict, the Events Center, Commuter Rail, the 
Performing Arts District, the Creative Village, 
downtown businesses, residents and visi-
tors

1. Rebuilding of I-4 bridge   
 (between South and Robinson streets)
2.Reconnecting Pine street under the 
bridge
3. Shifting Garland Avenue under I-4 bridge 
(between Church and Washington)
4. Maximizing pedestrian connectivity in the 
district
5. Optimizing parking under the bridge

A view from Garland Ave / Church Strret



I-4 Design Review Committee 
Downtown Bridge District Placemaking Diagarm



<4> Data Collection and 3D Modeling
Model data collection and 3D modeling

Data collection: Site survey and photography               Traffic counts with video sampling

Modeling +texturing +render in 3DMax - Lighting is baked into the model

Data Collection: site survey and facade photographing

3D model- with Matthew Swarts andgraduate students: Low polygon modeling Hi resolution texture maps

Images layout for UVW advanced texture- mapping

Preliminary Sketchup model by professor Ilir Bejleri  
Department of urban and Regional planning, UF



3D model- with Matthew Swarts and first year graduate students:
Preparing the model for VR simulation: Lighting is baked into the models using 3D Studio 
Max 2010 with VRay 1.50.SP3a. The textured models are then imported into UC-win/Road

Traffic count at Garland Ave. and I-4 south



<5> Traffic Simulation- using UC-WIN/ROAD of FORUM8
VR simulation with Matthew Swartz- modeling Arsiney Shabashvili

Artboard

VR Traffic Simulation

UC-WIN/ Road VR traffic simulation model 



Artboard

VR Traffic Simulation

UC-WIN/ Road model - intersection map



Matthew Swartz

Matthew Swarts 

Animation of VR model and noise pollusion simulation by Forum8AZ:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8IeG2uFru0&feature=player_embedded#at=11

Matthew Swarts 

NOISE VISUALIZATION 1:

UC-WIN/ROAD to 3DMax



UC-WIN/ Road VR traffic simulation model 

Each vehicle location is used as a diffusion particle-emitter. The intensity 
of the “noise” can be represented through a color gradient or through 
transparency Mat,thew Swarts



<6> Acoustic Simulation using ‘CADNA-A’
modeling Adam Bettcher and Lucky Tsaih

During the analysis phase, several  
simulations were conducted:

1. Sound simulation with the existing road as a lin-
ear source (8 lane road, the car noise is reduced to 
a single continuous value)

2. Sound simulation with the existing road as list of 
car noise source points from TRAFFIC SIMULA-
TION, using XML data transfer format from ‘UC-win/
Road’ to ‘Cadna-A’

3. Sound simulation with a proposed 12 lane road 
as list of car noise source points from TRAFFIC 
SIMULATION , using XML data transfer format 
from ‘UC-win/Road’ to ‘Cadna-A’

Work process in 3D acoustic simulation software: ‘CADNA-A’

1 2

3 4



Sound simulation with the existing road as a linear 
source (8 lane road, the car noise is reduced to a 
single continuous value)

2 meter height

9 meter height



5 meter height 9 meter height 12 meter height

Sound simulation with the existing road as 
list of car noise source points from TRAFFIC  
SIMULATION

2 meter height



1 meter height

9 meter height6 meter height

Sound simulation with proposed 
 road as a list of noise source

 points from TRAFFIC SIMULATION
expanded

linear source point source



Topological surface extrapolated from acoustic surface created
using ‘heightfield’ in Rhino



NOISE VISUALIZATION 2:
Cadna-A to Rhino
visualization map to HeightField in Rhino 
+ 3D print



<7> Acoustic Design: Definition of noise and programmatic requirements  by Adam Bettcher

The space under highway overpasses is not tradi-
tionally viewed as a good space for a park. 
In addition to the limitations of space and form, 
various environmental factors - noise, light, pol-
lution - serve to create an environment that is not 
typically associated with the functions and uses of 
a park. However, architectural design is capable of 
addressing many of these issues in order to create 
a more pleasant space in an otherwise abandoned 
location.

These recommendations serve to address the 
acoustical issues that may be present in a highway 
park. Of particular importance is addressing the type 
and level of noise present on the site, the appro-
priate acoustical criteria for the individual program-
matic uses of the park, and suggested strategies for 
acoustical design. Additional criteria, such as light-
ing and thermal comfort, will also be important, and 
strategies used for acoustical design may also
integrate constructively with these other crite-
ria.

Basis for recommendations
The goal of these recommendations is to create a 
‘palate’ of acoustical design features and strategies, 
rather than to provide specific recommendations 
and locations for assemblies or materials that will 
be used in a final design. It is recommended that 
the design solution be evaluated acoustically during 
the design process, to provide verification of the ef-
fectiveness of the features and to further refine the 
design of the project.
These recommendations are based on a model 
produced by the noise-mapping software program 
Cadna-A, which in turn was based on a digital model 
of the physical surroundings of the site built by stu-
dents at the University of Florida and output from 
UC-Win/Road traffic simulation software.
The model has its own particular limitations, which 
may be addressed in a separate report. The acousti-
cal recommendations are based on working knowl-
edge and literature, particularly M. David Egan’s Ar-
chitectural Acoustics (The McGraw Hill Companies, 
1988) and Cyril Harris’ Handbook of Acoustical Mea-
surements and Noise Control, Third Edition (Acous-
tical Society of America, Woodbury, NY 1998).

Sounds present on the site 
While there are many sounds currently present on 
the site, those of most interest to the park relate 
directly to the noise of the overhead traffic on the 
elevated highway and, to a lesser degree,the traffic 
on the roads that parallel the interstate. The com-
puter simulation presented in the previous chapter is 
primarily constructed to address these sounds. 

The model calculates this noise by calculating each 
automobile as a single point; In reality, an automo-
bile is a collection of various sound including tire 
noise, air displacement noise, and engine noise. 
Depending on the speed and condition of the ve-
hicle, road conditions, environmental conditions, 
and distance to the source, traffic noise may consist 
of any combination and ratio of these noises and 
others. Based on observations of the site, the
traffic on the elevated-highway produces sound in 
three primary ways:

1. Airborne noise
This is the noise transmitted through the air due to 
the presence of traffic. -this noise is generated at 
the source, and travels through the air by means 
of direct sound paths, reflections off of surround-
ing buildings, and additional effects such as diffrac-
tion.

2. Structural Noise: 
Particularly beneath the elevated highway, the 
sound of the traffic directly on the structure is trans-
mitted to the space below. This is a significant 
factor in the sound levels and characteristics of 
the noise found underneath the elevated high-
way, particularly in the middle sections, but is 
not directly addressed by the model. Additional 
study is suggested.

3. Additional vehicular noise:
Accelerating engines, imperfections and structural 
joints in the highway, and any number of non-de-
terministic qualities (engines with acceleration noise 
significantly higher than expected, loud in-car
sound systems, automobile accidents, etc.) can af-
fect the types of sounds heard beneath the elevated 
highway. It is recommended to undertake addi-
tional study to determine these criteria more ac-
curately.

The strategies presented in this document will ad-
dress these types of noise. From an acoustical 
standpoint, a primary goal of the design should be to 
reduce the noise level of the traffic towards the cri-
teria established by the programmatic requirements 
of the park uses.

 Airborne noise - sketch by Adam Bettcher



Program present on the site
Several proposed uses have been specified for the 
site. Each has an accompanying ‘aural program’ 
that influences the sort of acoustical environment 
that is desirable for its use:

Use Acoustical program
Bar / Club Depends on type; intent Is to listen to 

heavily amplified music.

Cafe intended communication between  
individuals 

Tailgating intended and incidental communication 
between Parking individuals 

Sitting Space/ 
Green area            

Incidental communication between 
individuals; designer has leeway to 
‘play’ with sound. 

Temporary 
Events

Depending on event: interpersonal 
communication or amplified sound

Bike & Walking 
Path

Incidental communication between 
individuals; audibility of traffic hazards

Playground intended and
incidental communication between 
children on playground

Dog Park Intended communication to animals

Recreation 
Area

Incidental communication related to 
the activity being performed

audibility of surroundings
Based on the requirements for communication 
above, we can determine a scale of ‘acoustical
sensitivity’ based on the aural requirements of each 
program:

Acoustical sensitivity 
Program (recommended 
NC*)

Program

Very (25-45 dB) - inten-
tional communication

Cafe, Temporary Event 
Area

Somewhat (45-55 dB) 
 incidental communication 

Tailgating Space / Parking, 
Playground, Dog Park, 
Recreation Area

None (55+ dB) Bar/Club, Silting Space / 
Green Area, Bike / Walk-
ing Path

*NC ratings are based on measures of HVAC noise, which is typi-
cally a steady-state continuous noise that is either broadband or 
somewhat tonal. As the enviromnent being evaluated is neither of 
these, it is recommended to conduct additional study to evaluate 
more appropriate acoustical measurements.

Additionally, there are different architectural goals 
for each program depending on its aural
requirements:

Use Architectural implications
Bar I Club Isolate club noise from surroundings; 

reduce reverberation within club

Cafe Reduce noise to appropriate levels for 
vocal communication between people 
at ‘personal’ range (6-8 feet); control 
reverberation to reduce the ‘cocktail party 
effect’.

Tailgating 
Space

For communication between tailgaters, 
Reduce noise to appropriate
Parking levels for vocal communication 
between people at ‘personal’ range
(6-8 feet); control reverberation to reduce 
the ‘cocktail party effect’.

Sitting 
Space I
Green Area

Temporary 
Event

Reduce reverberation to decrease 
“cocktail party effect” and Area increase 
effectiveness of amplification systems; 
reduce noise to appropriate levels for 
vocal communication between people at 
close range (6-8 feet) OR for amplifica-
tion systems

Bike I 
Walking 
Path

Playground Reduce noise to appropriate levels for 
comfortable vocal communication be-
tween people at close range (6-8 feet)

Dog Park Communication to animals

Recreation 
Area

Incidental communication related to the 
activity being performed

*Note that existing recommendations are based off of levels for 
HVAC noise requirements, which are generally steady-state broad-
band noise; as the sounds present on the site do not meet this crite-
ria, additional soundscape studies are recommended to determine 
more accurately how the sounds may interfere with the criteria.

Structural noise - sketch by Adam Bettcher
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Program development and Performance Criteria 

Program:

Performance Criteria:

1. Acoustic requirements:  1 intentional communication   25-45 dB 
    2 somewhat incidental communications  46-55 dB  
    3 No communication -    56+   dB

2. Natural light condition

3. Accessibility and visibility

4. Infrastructural needs: power / water / waste collection / restrooms

5. Time of use: day/ night / event day

6. Number of people: single / small group / crowd

 

<8> Site Program with specified Performance Criteria

Program Development and Performance Criteria
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4. Palate of recommended acoustical treat-
ments
As discussed above, acoustical strategies for the 
park consist largely of two overall strategies:
To reduce unwanted traffic noise to the extent re-
quired by the program, and to control reverberation 
in areas where the program requires such condi-
tions. The strategies to address these issues fall un-
der two general areas; constructing noise-reducing 
barriers and controlling reverberation through sur-
face treatments.
(Noise-reducing barriers a;e most effective when 
they completely enclose the space in question. 
However, the desire to have an open park is gen-
erally at odds with this acoustical goal; therefore, 
some combination of noise-reducing strategies is 
recommended to address noise control. Assemblies 
and their respective Transmission Loss (TL) values 
are found in Appendix A.

Reverberation control through surface treatments: 
Particularly in the middle portions of the space be-
neath the elevated highway, large segments of the 
site have the potential to take on room-like char-
acteristics despite being technically outdoors. This 
phenomenon will only increase as additional acous-
tical barriers and enclosures are added. Control of 
the reverberation can have a significant effect on the 
“feel” of the space, as well as the appropriateness of 
room criteria. Materials and their respective absorp-
tion coefficients are found in Appendix B.

Note: ‘’Noise reduction” is applied logarithmically, 
e.g., two combined 10 dB reductions do not equal 
a single 20dB reduction, but instead equal a 13dB 
reduction. For example, to add two decibel levels 
Ll and L2 logarithmically, use the following equa-
tion:
Sum of two decibel levels = 10* log (10 ^ (L1/10) + 
10 ^ (L2/10)

However, this direct addition does not necessarily 
apply to noise reducing barriers.
Additional factors, such as flanking 01’ the buildup 
of standing waves, can have a significant impact on 
the effectiveness of the baITier. Additional calcula-
tions and testing are recommended for any hybrid 
barrier solution that is created.

<9> Acoustic Design process and recommendations by Adam Betecher

The suggested palate of acoustical treat-
ments is broadly separated into categories: 
treatment to be used at locations along the 
structure, and treatment to be used along 
individual categories of space. In addition, 
recommendations for smaller devices are 
used  

Structure-specific treatments
Reducing the overall noise levels across a 
broad swath of the site area through broad 
intervention across many parts of the struc-
ture can help to create conditions that are 
more conducive to the placement of pro-
gram within the “shielded” area created by 
its presence.
This results in a two-tiered approach to 
noise control beneath the highway; a prima-
ry layer of acoustical treatment that creates 
a “quieter zone” in which secondary layers 
of acoustical treatment specific to a given 
program are located.

Structure-specific acoustical treatments may 
include the following:

Skin on the underside of the interstate:
Target noise: structure-borne noise from the 
traffic above
Estimated noise reduction: Dependent on sur-
face assembly; please consult Appendix A. 
Note that this is an important aural consider-
ation that is not necessarily taken into account 
in the acoustical model.

Treatment description: An “outer skin” can be 
applied to the underside of the interstate, of 
varying materiality depending on aural require-
ments and other considerations. Note that the 
“skin” should be structurally separate from 
the interstate; ideally, the skin would continue 
thisseparationdowlHoa foundational level, with 
rubber gaskets or other hard structural breaks 
between the “skin” and the structure.



Treatment description: Multiple surfaces of double-
glass enclose either end of an assembly designed to 
fit snugly within the gap between the two segments 
of the elevated highway. One surface should be 
skewed slightly to prevent the buildup of standing 
waves, and absorptive material should be placed in 
the space between the surfaces to reduce the build-
up of sound. Ideally, the system would be structur-
ally isolated from the roadway superstructure, and 
coexist or otherwise be designed into the skin on the 
underside of the interstate described above .

Surface treatment to reduce reverberation:
Target noise: reverberation within the inhabited 
space
- Estimated noise reduction: NI A, although reduced 
reverberation will help in acoustically sensitive 
program areas, and will give a noticeably different 
“character” to all spaces treated with such mate-
rial. Advanced modeling is required to determine 
the extent of this reduction, particularly if different 
“regions” of a space are projected to have different 
reverberant qualities. Consult Appendix B for ab-
sorption coefficients.

Treatment description: Particularly in areas where 
acoustical sensitivity or aural communication is im-
portant, surface absorption should be used to con-
trol sound by means of the overall reverberation 
time, by control of early reflections, and by the re-
duction of acoustical defects deriving from geometry 
such as sound focusing. Once preliminary designs 
are complete, these factors can be more accurately 
assessed.

Program-targeted recommendations:

Partial acoustical barrier:
Target noise: all noise external to the space claimed 
for the individual program.
Estimated noise reduction: Depends on material; 
consult Appendix A.
Treatment description: Particularly in areas where 
acoustical sensitivity or aural communication is im-
pollant, the acoustical partitions described in Appen-
dix A should be used to design a pallial enclosure, 
where a full enclosure cannot be used. Where pos-
sible, direct paths to undesirable sounds should be 
blocked.

Full acoustical barrier:

Target noise: all undesirable noise external to the 
project.
Estimated noise reduction: Depends on material; 
consult table in Appendix A.
1reatment description: Similar to the pallial acoustic 
barrier, but with a full enclosure; this condition wi1\ 
be significantly more helpful in filtering out unwanted 
noise.

General recommendations for Individual pro-
grams
For programs that are acoustically sensitive, such 
as the gathering space and the cafe, control of re-
verberation is typically important in addition to the 
sound-isolating qualities of the room.
In most cases, reverberation times below one sec-
ond are considered a target ideal; as the actual re-
verberation time is highly dependent on the final de-
sign, it is recommended to address this issue once 
preliminary studies have been carried out.



<10> Performance-Oriented Design: Master plan

Preliminary master plan based on noise level out-
lines and positioning programmatic elements in the 
park in correlation to predicted noise level 
RA Steven Tenzel
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site plan

high absorbancy acoustic burms

high absorbancy acoustic burms

high absorbancy acoustic surface 
suspended by resilient hangers

high TL rated building assembly
seperated from highway structure

RECREATION AREA



section perspective through amphitheater



High absorbancy acoustic burm stopping noise transmission at sitting height



Sound absorbant envelope of high TL wood with acoustic joints
suspended by a resilient hanger system above hearing height


